Comparisons between orthologous intergenic regions of related genomes reveal numerous hits, i.e. pairs of relatively short highly similar sequences that evolved slowly, perhaps due to selective constraint. We analyzed and classified 2638 hits found within 100 pairs of complete, orthologous intergenic regions of human and murine genomes. We identified all common fragments of hits that align well with many other hits and constructed their classification. Our analysis revealed 20 abundant classes each containing 10 or more fragments. Fragments of the same class may perform the same function, e.g. bind a particular protein. Ten of the abundant classes apparently correspond to known functional consensuses, whereas others may represent novel conserved sites. Thus, large-scale comparative analysis of slowly evolving intergenic sequences can provide valuable insights into their function.
INTRODUCTION
The level of similarity between related eukaryotic genomes varies drastically along their alignments. Hits, i.e. pairs of highly similar orthologous segments of genomes, often with length of approximately 100 nucleotides, alternate with dissimilar segments of sequences, interhits (1) (2) (3) (4) . Presumably, slowly evolving sequences constituting hits are under selective constraint due to their conservative functions. Locations and sequences of hits are often the main source of information on otherwise poorly understood functioning of non-coding DNA (5) (6) (7) .
A hit can be represented by a local alignment, or by a highquality region within a global alignment, of orthologous DNA sequences from different genomes (8, 9) . Even within a hit, up to 50% of nucleotides can be different between the species. Accumulation of data on genome sequences has already led to the discovery of thousands of hits, and the total number of hits within a pair of moderately related eukaryotic genomes, such as human and murine, must be in the millions (4) . Different hits can do different things and be dissimilar from each other, but can also possess substantial similarity.
Thus, it makes sense to compare and classify hits. A useful classification of hits may offer important insights into functioning of DNA sequences that constitute hits. Hits from the same class are likely to perform the same or similar function, e.g. to interact with a particular regulator of transcription. Ideally, classification of hits should be related to experimental data on expression of the flanking genes.
Here we report the results of comparative analysis of a set of 2638 hits which have recently being identified within alignments of 100 pairs of complete orthologous intergenic regions of human and murine genomes (4) . We were unable to obtain a meaningful classification of whole hits since two hits are almost never similar to each other throughout their total lengths. Perhaps this is not surprising, since human-mouse hits cover ∼20% of their intergenic regions (4) , so that the enrichment of hits by interesting sequences, although substantial (10), is not enough to strongly influence hits as a whole.
In contrast, we were able to obtain an apparently meaningful classification of short, common fragments of hits, i.e. their parts which align well to many other hits. Since conserved sequences that take part in regulation of transcription and are disproportionally common within hits are often rather short (10), classifying short fragments of hits makes more sense biologically. Of course, one can try to infer the function of the whole hit from the positions of its common fragments within this classification.
We performed pairwise comparisons between hits by making aligning alignments representing individual hits (11) . This approach is superior to aligning individual DNA sequences covered by hits, since it utilizes information about interspecies similarity within a hit. Alignment of alignments is commonly used for comparing proteins but has apparently never being applied to the analysis of intergenic DNA.
RESULTS
The alignment that represents a particular hit was successively aligned with alignments representing all other 2637 hits and a histogram showing how many times each site within the hit was overlapped by alignments with other hits was constructed. Under reasonably stringent parameters of alignment, most sites of most hits were covered only 0-3 times (background noise), but some sites were covered many times. Histograms obtained by aligning individual sequences constituting hits showed a much worse discrimination between background noise and common sites (Fig. 1) .
Within an individual hit, patterns of coverage obtained by aligning alignments and by aligning individual sequences are often rather different (Fig. 2) . Naturally, aligning alignments leads to higher coverage of the more conserved parts of hits and, thus, probably reveals fragments of hits that are most relevant to its function, as such fragments must be more conserved within the hit.
In total, we defined 1662 fragments of hits that are common within the set of all hits (Materials and Methods). These were subdivided into 909 non-overlapping classes, 20 of which each The coverage of one typical hit, the hit number 12, in a complete region between genes L44L and Btk, by its alignments with all other hits. The hit was represented by the corresponding human-mouse alignment, which was aligned with alignments representing other hits (solid circles), or by only its murine sequence, which was aligned with all individual sequences from other hits (open circles). Aligning alignments produces peaks of coverage where intrahit similarity (the number of matches in the alignment that represents the hit within the frame of length 11 centered at a nucleotide site, thin line) is high. In contrast, the maximal coverage by alignments of individual sequences is observed at the end of the hit, where within-hit similarity is relatively low.
contained at least 10 fragments (Table 1 ; for complete data see ftp://ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/pub/kondrashov/Classes/). To assay a statistical significance of our classification, we randomized the sequence of each fragment and classified 10 independent sets of 1662 randomized fragments. On average, a classification of randomized fragments contains less than three classes with 10 or more fragments in each (Fig. 3) , and all these abundant classes consist of low-complexity fragments (data not shown). Thus, our classes with 10 or more fragments appear to be statistically significant.
A consensus sequence of each of the 20 abundant classes was compared to known regulatory signals from TRANSFAC and TRRD databases (12, 13) . Consensuses of 10 classes were found to be similar to known motifs of regulatory factors and signals ( Table 1) .
Consensus of the largest class 1 is similar to the JelinekSchmid hairpin, which is a structural element located between box A and box B in the polIII promoter. This region is conserved in modern Alu sequences but was apparently under strong selective pressure to mutate in early monomeric Alu-like genes (14) .
Consensus of class 2 is similar to the CCa/tGGTCTACt/a motif (Fig. 4) which is homologous to a Pax-6-binding sequence found in rodent B1 repetitive elements (15) . It takes only one mutation to create a strong Pax-6-binding site in a null B1 element. B1 has the potential to recruit gene targets for Pax-6 if it is inserted into their regulation regions, and therefore transpositions of B1 may play a role in evolution of regulation by Pax-6 (15).
Consensus of class 3 is similar to the GGCAGA motif. Repetitive occurrences of this motif, known as MMS10, are present in rodents within many loci (16) . Also, this sequence was found in thyroid hormone response element (17) and in transcriptional repressor of MYC promoters (18) . GAGGC motif from the consensus of class 3 is known as the multiple binding site for polyoma virus large T antigen (19) .
Four consensuses similar to known motifs are lowcomplexity sequences. Consensus of class 4 is GA-rich and similar to consensus of GKL factor (20) . Consensus of class 6 is GT-rich and similar to the binding site of the myeloid zinc finger protein MZF1. Both DNA-binding domains of MZF1 contain a core of four or five guanine residues, reminiscent of an NF-κB half site (21) . Consensus of class 7 is AC-rich and similar to the sex-determining region Y (SRY)-binding sequence (22) . Consensus of class 9 is similar to the MAZ1 binding site (23) .
Finally, consensus of class 12 is similar to Sp1 (24) and consensus of class 18 is similar to CDE, the regulatory element of cell-cycle-regulated promoter (25) . Consensuses of the remaining 10 classes were not listed in TRANSFAC and TRRD databases, and may represent novel functional sites.
DISCUSSION
We classified 1662 fragments of non-coding mammalian hits that are common within a large set of such hits. While a majority of 909 classes that we established contain only single fragments, 20 abundant classes each contain 10 or more fragments. The approach we used, aligning alignments (11), is not the only way of comparing a pair of hits-a multiple simultaneous alignment of all the four relevant sequences can also be tried (26) . However, a hierarchical approach to aligning different hits is justified: sequences that constitute a hit and, thus, are compared first, are orthologous, whereas sequences from different hits are either paralogous or even phylogenetically unrelated. Thus, we can expect a pairwise alignment of pairwise alignments to work better than multiple alignment, at least when we know nothing a priori about similarity of function of different hits. In contrast, in the case of a set of hits all known to perform the same function, multiple alignment of all the sequences that are covered by these hits might be the best way to find the corresponding consensus.
Since it is formally possible to classify any set of objects, a legitimate question is whether our classification makes any biological sense. We believe it does, for three reasons.
First, variability of transcription regulation of different genes is, to a large extent, due to combinatorics within a relatively small repertoire of transcription factors (27, 28) . Thus, many non-coding hits are expected to perform the same or similar function (5, 10) . Although different binding sites of the same regulator may have substantially different sequences, each of them usually contains at least a short sequence similar to some consensus (7). Thus, similarity-based classification of hits can produce classes of functionally similar sites.
Secondly, over-represented fragments of hits are often so common (Fig. 1 ) that this obviously cannot be due to chance. In some cases, over-representation may be due to patterns in mutation. In particular, repeat expansion produces numerous low-complexity periodic sequences (29) . However, although consensuses of several of our 20 abundant classes are lowcomplexity, none of them are simple two-or three-nucleotide repeats (Table 1) which are the most typical microsatellites. Other abundant classes have no obvious features making them distinct at the DNA level and are probably common due to selection.
Thirdly, 10 out of the 20 abundant classes in our classification have consensuses similar to sequences with known regulatory functions. Of course, we cannot be certain that in each case this implies that all the common fragments from a particular class indeed possess the corresponding regulatory function. Caution is particularly in order when the consensus of a class and the corresponding known regulatory sequence are low-complexity. However, the overall correspondence of the abundant classes and regulatory sequences can hardly be a coincidence.
It would be interesting to relate our classification to experimental data on regulation of transcription of genes that flank the 100 intergenic regions we studied. Unfortunately, there are currently not enough data on the regulators of transcription of these genes-and for some genes which are better studied, no orthologous sequence of complete adjacent intergenic region is known. However, this situation will change in the near future, making direct experimental verification of classifications like ours feasible.
Interestingly, the three largest classes have consensuses similar to parts of transposable elements (TEs). This suggests that sequences derived from TEs may play a significant role in mammalian gene regulation (14, 30) . Although TEs that can be recognized by RepeatMasker, which typically means >50% similarity to a TE consensus in a sequence of more than 50 nucleotides, were masked before the construction of hits (4), shorter sequences of apparent TE origin were not excluded.
An intriguing possibility is that fragments of hits that constitute our most abundant class, the one that corresponds to JelinekSchmid hairpin, play a role in transcription of non-coding RNAs which appear to be ubiquitous in eukaryotic genomes (31) . Unfortunately, ab initio prediction of non-coding genes is currently unreliable, and we cannot find any experimental evidence (positive or negative) of such genes within the genome regions that we studied. Obviously, fragments of hits from the Jelinek-Schmid hairpin class can be viewed as probable sites for non-coding genes. Consensuses of some classes have similarities with two or more different regulatory signals. For example, we found overlapping Sp1 and AP2 binding sites in our set, as shown before for lens-specific MIP (24) . There are some G-rich classes similar to the CTCF DNA target sites which have the wide range of dissimilar G-rich sequences; for example, class 4, class 12 and class 17. CTCF is an evolutionarily conserved zinc finger phosphoprotein that binds through combinatorial use of its 11 fingers to ∼50 bp target sites that have remarkable G-rich sequence variation. Formation of different CTCF-DNA complexes, some of which are methylation sensitive, results in distinct functions, including gene activation, repression, silencing and chromatin insulation (18) .
We believe that classification of hits, especially when many more of them become available due to comparison of complete genomes, will help to discover new regulatory sequences. It may be worthwhile to study experimentally the consensuses of 10 classes for which we could find no similarity with the known regulatory signals. With the accumulation of data on intergenic regions, classification of their conserved segments must become a routine part of comparative genomics, similar to the analysis of paralogous proteins.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sequences and hits
We aligned 100 pairs of complete orthologous intergenic regions of human and murine genomes (4). These intergenic regions have average lengths of ∼10 000 (mouse) and ∼13 000 (human) nucleotides and are mostly untranscribed, because the putative sites of initiation and termination of transcription are usually close to the first or the last coding exon of a gene and the typical lengths of 5′-and 3′-non-coding regions of mammalian mRNAs is ∼1000 nucleotides (32) .
Since most of human and murine intergenic sequences are not alignable (2), alignments of their complete intergenic regions are, in fact, successions of local alignments of similar segments of sequences (hits), alternating with dissimilar interhits. A hit is an unambiguous local alignment with interspecies similarity >50%. In contrast, similarity within interhits generally does not exceed that between random sequences. Aligning was performed by Lamarck software tool (4,33) which assembles local alignments from dense diagonals corresponding to successive matches. Our alignments contain 2638 hits, with an average length of 134 nucleotides.
Aligning alignments representing hits
There may be several ways of aligning alignments (11) . We were using, perhaps, the simplest approach, and assumed that only matches of matches indicate similarity between alignments. Formally, an alignment corresponding to a hit is represented by a string within a five letter alphabet. Letters a, t, g and c represent nucleotide matches (a-a, t-t, g-g and c-c), and letter n represents any aligned pair of different nucleotides, or any nucleotide aligned against a gap. Aligning these strings, we considered every pair of letters that contains at least one n (including n-n), as well as any pair of different letters, as mismatches. We constructed local alignments of hits using the Lamarck algorithm (4,33) with the following parameters: minimal number of the consecutive matches, 3; mismatch penalty, 1; gap initiation penalty, 2; and gap elongation penalty, 1; and counted all alignments with scores of 10 or more. When, for comparison, individual sequences from hits were aligned (Figs 1 and 2) , the minimal number of consecutive matches was six and the minimal score of an alignment was 16.
Finding common fragments of hits
For each site within the alignment representing a hit, we counted the number of alignments with alignments representing other hits that overlap it. We then identified common fragments within the hit, defined as at least six successive sites each overlapped by at least 10 alignments with other hits. These parameters were chosen because most regulatory signals have conservative cores of six or more nucleotides, and 10 is a coverage that is sufficiently above the background noise under our parameters of aligning alignments.
Classifying common fragments of hits
We constructed all pairwise alignments of alignments corresponding to common fragments of hits. Two fragments were considered similar if S/L l > 0.6 and S/L s > 0.8, where S is the score of their alignment, and L l and L s are the lengths of the alignments corresponding to the longer and the shorter fragments, respectively. After this, a classification was constructed by single linking clustering: if a and b, and b and c are similar, a, b and c were attributed to the same class, regardless of similarity between a and c.
Two criteria must be met in order for our class to be declared 'similar' to an entry from TRANSFAC or TRRD databases (www.itba.mi.cnr.it/tradat): (i) the consensus of this class must exactly match one of actual regulatory signals presented in the databases and (ii) this consensus must be ≥80% similar to the consensus of the regulatory signal presented in the databases.
